SUMMARY:
One of the key modeling issues that affects the seismic response of a bridge is the realistic consideration of the abutment-embankment system compliance. Previous research studies have shown that depending on the earthquake ground motion intensity, the abutment-embankment system flexibility may play a dominant role on the overall bridge response. The scope of this paper is to propose simplified force-displacement (P-y) relationships for five typical abutment-embankment systems of California overpasses considering, in a refined numerical manner, the resistance of the abutment-foundation system. After appropriate calibration of the finite element models developed to UCDavis and UCLA test results, P-y relationships were assembled considering the distinct resisting mechanisms that are activated prior and after the backwall failure. Finally, an effort is made to quantify the uncertainty induced by the backfill and foundation soil properties.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Advanced nonlinear finite element analysis is nowadays commonly used in the framework of the seismic assessment of bridges. Depending on the intended sophistication level, these models vary in terms of the phenomena considered as well as the respective modeling refinement. One of the key modeling issues that affects the seismic response of a bridge is the realistic consideration of the abutment-embankment system compliance. Previous research studies have shown that, depending on the earthquake ground motion intensity, the abutment-embankment flexibility may play a dominant role to the overall response of a bridge. Particularly for the case of short bridges, the stiffness and mass of the embankments may substantially reduce the contribution of the column resistance on the overall response of the bridge at high shaking intensities (Inel, 2002; Kotsoglou and Pantazopoulou, 2007). Moreover, earthquake-induced damage has highlighted the impact of the deck-abutment gap closure, on the backfill excessive deformation and the subsequent deck unseating. This phenomenon of the embankment-backfill-abutment-deck interaction is multi-parametric and complicated, especially from a dynamic viewpoint, since it is a continuous interplay between the dynamic characteristics (in terms of stiffness and damping) of the supporting sub-systems and those of the incoming seismic motion.

The simplest way to represent the lateral stiffness of the abutment-embankment system is to substitute it with appropriate static springs attached to the ends of the bridge deck (Goel and Chopra, 1997). In this case, it is quite common to determine the transverse and vertical embankment static stiffness according to Wilson and Tan (1990a) based on linear elastic plain strain analysis and the measured response of the Meloland Road Overpass (MRO). Werner et al. (1987) proposed a model that accounts for both the mass and stiffness of the embankment. This method, however, was calibrated empirically to the MRO and thus, it cannot easily be extrapolated to other cases. Based on the shear wedge model, Zhang and Makris (2002) developed analytical expressions for evaluating the dynamic transverse embankment stiffness. These values can be used for the longitudinal embankment stiffness as well. Analytical models of the abutment stiffness as a function of the displacement also have been
developed by Siddharthan et al. (1997) and Shamsabadi et al. (2005). Based on recorded data (Wissawapaisal and Aschheim, 2000; Inel and Aschheim, 2004) or on analytical models (Zhang and Makris, 2002; Kotsoglou and Pantazopoulos, 2009), values for the embankment critical length and the embankment mobilized mass have also been suggested. Normalized embankment capacity curves for common embankment fills and dimensions of short bridges responding in the transverse were also proposed by Inel and Aschheim (2004), while simplified lateral force-displacement backbone curves for abutment walls of varying height for a granular and a cohesive backfill soil material were more recently introduced by Shamsabadi et al. (2010). The latter curves were derived assuming a log-spiral failure surface coupled with hyperbolic soil stress-strain relationships implemented in refined finite element models and they are quite practical for design purposes.

Apart from the analytical models, full-scale testing has been conducted at the University of California, Davis (UCD) (Romstad et al., 1995) on a 1.67m high abutment wall with a clayey silt backfill. Similar tests have also been performed at the University of California, San Diego (Bozorgzadeh, 2007) to investigate the effect of backfill properties, backfill height and vertical wall movement on the stiffness and capacity of the abutments. A full-scale cyclic lateral load test of an abutment backwall with granular backfill was also conducted at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA, Lemnitzer et al., 2009). In all cases, the height of the backwall and the properties of the filling materials were appropriately selected to comply with the bridge design practice in California.

Despite the aforementioned works and the documented importance of considering the abutment-embankment stiffness in a reliable manner, most modern seismic codes and design guidelines only provide approximate or simplified expressions. One reason for this simplification is the computational implications related to the three-dimensional geometry and the heavily non-linear response of the backfill soil primarily, both inducing a significant amount of additional epistemic (modeling) uncertainty. A second reason is the material uncertainty itself, associated with the properties of the embankment and backfill soil formations. In fact, the only quantitative guidance currently available worldwide is provided by Caltrans (Caltrans, 2010), based on the aforementioned passive earth pressure tests and the corresponding force-deflection relationships derived. In particular, for fill materials that comply with the Caltrans Standard Specifications requirements, the initial longitudinal stiffness of the embankment can be taken equal to 28.7 kN/mm per meter of the width of the wall. In case of other fill materials, the value of 14.35 kN/mm/m may be used. The ultimate abutment load is then limited by a maximum passive resistance of 239 kPa.

Notwithstanding the value of the above well-controlled experiments which have significantly contributed to the understanding of the physical problem, one limitation that could be expressed from a designer’s point of view is that, the overall approach is essentially independent of the abutment type and to some extent of the soil properties. It is recalled that the latter assumed compliant to the experimental ones. They guidelines are also almost direction independent since only minor adaptations are prescribed with respect to the transverse abutment-embankment stiffness. The potential contribution of the abutment foundations in the resistance of the entire foundation-abutment system prior to the failure of the backwall is also not explicitly accounted for in the Caltrans guidelines. Given the above, the Caltrans approach is a precious, well justified, experimentally-based approach; however, it is deemed that there is space for further tuning to address more explicitly the issues described above.

Along these lines, the scope of this paper is to improve the existing P-y relationships by considering five characteristic abutment-embankment systems of typical California overpasses with the use of targeted, refined, three dimensional finite element models and detailed calibration with the results of the aforementioned UCD and UCLA experimental tests. Moreover, an effort is made to quantify the contribution of the abutment foundation on the entire system stiffness prior to backwall failure in both the longitudinal and transverse direction. An effort is also made to quantify the variability of the stiffness predicted due to the uncertainty in the backfill and foundation soil properties. The justification of the results is presented in the following.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE CASES STUDIED

For the purpose of this study, the abutment-embankment systems of five typical Californian reinforced concrete overpasses (namely MGR, Adobe, W180, La Veta and Route 14) were selected (Aviram et al., 2008). Their superstructure consists of a box-girder section resting on typical column bents and seat type abutments. The geometry of the cases studied is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 and is summarized in Table 2.1. In general, the total abutment height \( H \) varies from 4.15m to 5.30m, while the backwall height which is used for the adjustment of the initial abutment stiffness as proposed by Caltrans (Caltrans, 2010) varies from 1.25m to 2.35m. In terms of the overall length \( L \), the abutments extend from 13.00 to 23.50m, with the wing walls also ranging from 5.25m to 6.0m. The stem wall width \( b \) is of the order of 1.0m. The width of the parapet for all the six abutment types is equal to 30cm while the wing wall height is taken equal to 90cm. It is noted that in contrast to all the other bridges studied which are supported on pile groups, the abutments of the Route 14 bridge are resting on shallow foundations. The compressive strength of the unconfined concrete is 25MPa for both piles and abutments in all cases, thus, corresponding to an elastic modulus equal to \( E=30.5\text{MPa} \). The actual soil profiles of the embankment-abutment systems under study are summarized in Table 2.1. Finally, the slope of all the examined embankment cross sections was taken equal to 2:1 (Fig. 2.1).

![Figure 2.1 Configuration of a typical seat type abutment and embankment under study](image)
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Finally, the slope of all the examined embankment cross sections was taken equal to 2:1.
3. NUMERICAL ANALYSES OF THE ABUTMENT-EMBANKMENT SYSTEMS

All abutment-embankment systems were modeled in three dimensional space using the finite element program ABAQUS (ABAQUS, PRE 2004). Tetrahedral solid elements (C3D4 ABAQUS type) were used for the backfill and embankment soil discretization while the abutment, pile groups and foundation soil mesh was formed with brick elements (C3D8). A dense finite element grid was adopted for the areas where stress concentration was anticipated, i.e., at the vicinity of the abutment, backfill and pile groups. The approach embankment was modeled along a distance of 50m, that is, at a length greater than the critical embankment length \(l_c\) predicted analytically according to Zhang and Makris (2002). The foundation soil volume considered corresponds to a cube with dimensions \(5L \times 2L \times l_c\), which are deemed adequate to ensure smooth attenuation of the earthquake-induced stresses with distance. The boundary conditions of the model were assumed fixed at its base and rolled along the lateral surface. For illustration purposes, the finite element model of the MGR embankment-abutment system is presented in Fig. 3.1. Details on other four finite element models can be found elsewhere (Sextos et al., 2008).

The non-linear behavior of the backfill, embankment and foundation soil was explicitly modeled using the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface, whereas an equivalent linear elastic behavior was assumed for the reinforced concrete parts (abutment and piles), the latter using a cracked section stiffness reduced to 2/3 of the corresponding gross one. The backfill soil was considered cohesive and characterized by the same properties as those of the backfill soil used in the large scale abutment tests at the UC Davis (i.e., a compacted low plasticity clayey silt with liquid limit LL=34% and plasticity index PI=10.5%). The values adopted for the unit weight, Young’s modulus, undrained shear strength, friction angle and Poisson’s ratio are extracted from the study of Shamsabadi et al. (2010) and are summarized in Table 3.1. The same properties were assumed for the embankment soil as those of the backfill soil. The foundation soil properties of the five abutment-embankment systems are summarized in Table 3.1.

In order to account for the inherent variability in the mechanical properties of the soil, a log-normal distribution was adopted for the elastic modulus and the undrained shear strength. For each of these soil material parameters, the mean values were taken as the nominal values while the coefficients of variation (COV) were extracted from the literature (Zhang, 2006; Jones et al., 2002). The probability distribution functions as well as the coefficients of variation of the soil material parameters are summarized in Table 3.2. Random samples (statistically different but nominally identical) of the aforementioned soil material parameters were then generated for each abutment-embankment system under study by implementing the variance reduction Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) technique. Due to restrictions associated with computational effort, the sample size of each abutment-embankment system involved 10 finite element models with backfill and the foundation soil properties varying according to the distribution function assumed leading to an overall of 200 nonlinear analyses.

A post-gravity incremental pressure was gradually applied along the longitudinal and transverse direction of the bridge, that is, normal and in parallel to the backwall face, respectively. With the aid of non-linear static (i.e., pushover) analysis and by assuming a normal distribution for the abutment-embankment stiffness, the mean values and standard deviation of the corresponded force-displacement (P-y) relationships were derived for each abutment-embankment systems studied, foundation soil type and direction of excitation. It is noted herein that the particular capacity curves can be directly used as lateral boundary conditions (i.e., through bi-directional non-linear springs representing the entire abutment-embankment system stiffness) in the framework of static or response spectrum analysis of the bridge in case that the three dimensional representation of the abutment-embankment system is not feasible. It is also noted that the particular curves do not depend on the potential presence of bearings, gaps, stoppers and joints between the abutment and the deck as the latter have to be modeled independently as part of the main bridge superstructure.
4. VALIDATION AGAINST THE UCD AND UCLA TESTS

Before proceeding in the numerical investigation of the bridges of interest, it was deemed necessary to establish a level of confidence in the ability of the finite element models developed to realistically capture the non-linear relationship between the force that is transferred through the deck and the compliance of the abutment. For this reason, the abutments tested at both the UCD and UCLA were first numerically modeled using the actual and geometrical properties and the modeling principles described in Section 3. The necessity to study both the experiments arose from the different properties of the backfill material. In particular, the (3.05m wide and 1.67m high) abutment tested at UCD was backed with a cohesive material (E=14.4MPa, c=95.8kPa), whereas the backfill of the (4.6m wide and 1.67m high) wall tested at UCLA was granular (E=70MPa, phi=39, c=24kPa). It is recalled that the two walls were cyclically loaded into failure along the longitudinal direction leading to the force-displacement backbone curves presented in Shamsabadi et al. (2010). For documentation purposes, a detailed description of the experimental setup as well as the backfill material properties can be found elsewhere (Maroney, 1995; Lemnitzer et al., 2009). Figures 4.1-4.2 illustrate the comparison between the force-displacement backbone curves derived numerically and experimentally in the longitudinal direction. Given the material and epistemic uncertainties involved, the agreement between the measured and the predicted response is deemed very good.
5. ABUTMENT-EMBANKMENT SYSTEM STIFFNESS (LONGITUNINAL DIRECTION)

5.1 Stiffness of the abutment-foundation-backfill system prior to the backwall failure

Having established a level of confidence on the modelling approach, the mean capacity curves (plus and minus 1.64 times standard deviation) were derived for the five abutment-embankment systems studied considering the uncertainty in the backfill soil properties (Fig. 5.1-5.3). It can be observed that, at least for small displacements (i.e., lower than an approximate limit of 5cm of backwall failure), the coefficient of variation (COV) does not exceed 0.10. This variation was found insensitive to the uncertainty in the foundation soil properties, because the foundation itself is rather stiff, hence the role of the surrounding to the foundation soil (and subsequently its uncertainty) is rather minor.

5.2 Stiffness of the backfill (only) after the backwall failure

According to the current design procedure, the abutment backwall is considered sacrificial during strong seismic events. In fact, the backwall is intended to break off and mobilize the longitudinal resistance of the approach fill (Caltrans, 2010; ATC, 1996) in order to protect the foundation from excessive deformations and distress. Therefore, the backwall-backfill interaction, as well as the passive earth resistance behind the abutments, are, by design, the main mechanisms activated. Based on this design concept, the analyses presented earlier were repeated, assuming this time the backwall failure as the starting point and the backfill as the only resistant mechanism. The mean capacity curves derived considering the uncertainty in the backfill soil properties (plus and minus 1.64 times standard deviation) are depicted in Fig. 5.1 to 5.3 (orange curve). In the same figures, the initial stiffness and the ultimate capacity of each backwall derived according to Caltrans (Caltrans, 2010) is also comparatively plotted. At first, it is observed that the contribution of the foundation (that is activated prior to the failure of the backwall) is not negligible as it leads to higher system stiffness for all five bridges studied (blue curve compared to the orange curve). It is also seen that the force-displacement relationship predicted according to Caltrans is, naturally, closer to the backfill-only system curve but, in general, still overestimates the initial stiffness of the system. These deviations may be attributed to the fact that the Caltrans prediction is essentially independent of the 3D geometry of the abutment studied while at the same time it neglects the contribution of the abutment foundation stiffness.
Figure 5.1. Mean capacity curves (plus and minus 1.64 times standard deviation) for the MGR (left) and the Adobe (right) bridge. Resistance attributed to backfill only.

Figure 5.2. Mean capacity curves (plus and minus 1.64 times standard deviation) for the W180 (left) and the La Veta (right) bridge. Resistance attributed to backfill only.

Figure 5.3. Mean capacity curves (plus and minus 1.64 times standard deviation) for the Route 14 bridge. Resistance attributed to backfill only.
Figure 5.4. Assembled capacity curves (mean plus and minus 1.64 times standard deviation) for the MGR bridge (left) and the Adobe bridge (right) along the longitudinal direction.

Figure 5.5. Assembled capacity curves (mean plus and minus 1.64 times standard deviation) for the W180 bridge (left) and the La Veta bridge (right) along the longitudinal direction.

Figure 5.6. Assembled capacity curves (mean plus and minus 1.64 times standard deviation) for the Route 14 bridge along the longitudinal direction.
5.3 Assembled system stiffness prior and after the backwall failure

Having distinguished two resisting mechanisms prior and after the backwall failure, the “complete” abutment-embankment backbone curve is then assembled, comprising of two branches. The first branch is the first section of the capacity curve derived for the entire abutment-embankment system, up to a critical displacement $\delta_{bu}$ that corresponds to the backwall failure. The second branch arises from the second, backfill-only capacity curve initiating after the critical displacement $\delta_{bu}$ is reached. Figures 5.4-5.6 illustrate the assembled curves for the five abutment-embankment systems. It is noted that the critical displacements $\delta_{bu}$ were approximated based on the capacity of the wall for a nominal flexural and shear reinforcement that according to Caltrans provisions.

6. ABUTMENT-EMBANKMENT SYSTEM STIFFNESS (TRANSVERSE DIRECTION)

Pushover analyses considering the uncertainty (i) in the backfill and (ii) in the foundation soil were also performed along the transverse direction. Figure 5.7 illustrates the mean values of the resulting capacity curves for the five abutment-embankment systems for varying backfill and foundation soil properties. It is recalled that along the transverse direction there is no need to distinguish between the resisting mechanisms prior and after the backwall failure. It is also noted that stiffness of the abutment-embankment system is in general 20-60% lower compared to the corresponding one in the longitudinal direction. It is also mentioned (though not explicitly shown herein) that the impact of the backfill properties variability is significantly smaller compared to that of the foundation soil. This indicates that, as anticipated, the main resistance mechanism in the transverse direction is the foundation of the abutment.

![Figure 5.7. Mean capacity curves of the five abutment-embankment systems examined along the transverse direction considering the backfill and foundation soil uncertainty](image)

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper investigates the static stiffness and capacity of the embankment-abutment system for the case of five typical California bridges. The models were validated using data from two full-scale abutment tests (UCD, UCLA). Through pushover analyses along the longitudinal and the transverse direction, force-displacement (P-y) relationships were derived for a typical cohesive backfill soil material taking into account the distinct resistance mechanisms activated before and after the backwall failure, as well as the uncertainties related to the backfill and foundation soil properties. The analyses results showed that the Caltrans expressions tend to overestimate the stiffness and underestimate the capacity of the abutment-embankment system compared to the proposed assembled curves. The latter, can be used as non-linear spring boundary conditions for bridges with similar abutment characteristics in the framework of bridge design or assessment. Further study is required on the influence of different backfill soil properties and abutment-embankment geometry as well as on the complex interaction effect of the abutment and the superstructure in the time domain.
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